
 
 

 

 

 

 

Project/Program Management Training Workshop 

Day 2 Q&A 

May 23-25, 2022 

 

May 24, 2022: Day 2: During the Project 

 

Questions Related to Session 8: Financial Management/Grant Management and 

Reporting to Funder 

 

1. (Mesfin Retta; mesfin.kebede@vita.ie) Most of the donors are very sensitive on 

receiving reports. But they are not good in providing feedback on the reports. Feedback 

is important for improvements. What about USAID?  

a. live answered 

2. (ERMIAS GUTA; ermias.guta@vita.ie) Does the community have a stake in grant 

management?  

a. live answered 

3. (Thandie Hamaimbo; thandiehamaimbo@gmail.com) Is there a system to track the 

sustainability and success of funded projects among in country beneficiaries.  Does the 

funder reach out to the beneficiaries often or on all projects  

a. live answered 

4. (Mesfin Retta; mesfin.kebede@vita.ie) China has become main supplier of various types 

of machines in most of developing countries (mainly African). I heard that USAID is very 

strict on rules of origin in the procurement of equipment for project purpose. What is 

your view on this challenge?  

a. live answered 

5. (Elfatih M. Abdel-Rahman; eabdel-rahman@icipe.org) Following up on China being is a 

manufacturer of most of the project instruments in Africa. For instance, in Kenya, but 

the suppliers are Kenya and we use these suppliers  

a. live answered 
6. (Bénéwendé Aristide KABORE; benarist.vet@gmail.com) What about the capitalization 

of projects for the identification of lessons learned. Is it done systematically?  

a. 0 

7. (Tsehayu Kassie Yigzaw; tsehayukassie@gmail.com) In elation with the previous 

question what are restriction in relation to purchasing of Fuels and oils for vehicles and 

machines?  

a. 0 

8. How can one account for expenditure that doesn't come with receipts? e.g cost of 

transport via public means in most of the African countries. 
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